CRUISING TO THE ARCTIC
Oslo

somewhat similar to the famous Göta Canal in Sweden. We had
to cross the challenging Skagerrak Strait between Denmark and
Norway but after that, it felt like we were on a river the whole time.
This year’s route will be very different, going around the South, West
and North Cape of the seemingly endless Norwegian coastline; for
the first time, we will be in direct contact with the Atlantic Ocean,
and we’ll be extending our previous most northerly latitude of
Russia’s Lake Ladoga by more than 10°. How will we cope with the
cold surroundings, water temperatures of just 6°C, snow-capped
mountains and the Arctic Circle teetering on the edge of civilisation?
It’s with these thoughts in mind we set sail on May 2, 2015, from
our winter storage in Rostock on the Baltic coast of Germany and
head for Klintholm, the only Danish harbour on our route north.
The weather gods behave and give us moderate winds, a cloudless
blue sky and a beaming sun already providing some warmth in these
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ow do you feel when you’re setting off
on a five-month sea voyage, heading all
the way up to the North Cape of Norway
in the Arctic Circle? To be honest, it’s a
cocktail of emotions. On the one hand,
we’re more relaxed than we were last time
when we set out for Moscow. Norway is
part of the western hemisphere and thus
better known and more familiar to us, and thanks to travelling to
Moscow last year, we’ve successfully mastered a journey of several
months, so know how it feels to be on board for long periods of time.
On the other hand, we’re also a little bit apprehensive about the
unknown chapters of the trip ahead of us. While we’ve been to
Norway by boat once before, it was only to the Telemark Canal in the
hills of southern Norway – a beautiful and well-protected waterway
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Our cruising couple set sail on their intrepid
Marlow Explorer for their next adventure, this
time heading for the cold waters of the Arctic

early days of the season. We go past
Dronningestolen (Queen’s Chair), the
famous chalk cliff on the Danish island of
Møn just 40 miles opposite the German chalk
cliff Königstuhl (King’s Chair) on the island of
Rügen. Anyone who’s passed through the English Channel will spot
the similarities with the White Cliffs of Dover.
We pass through the huge Øresund Bridge that connects
Copenhagen with Malmö in Sweden; looking like an open golden
gate, it draws us into our northern adventure. We follow the
western Swedish coastline and add one picturesque small harbour to
another. The lonely sea and the empty harbours are of no surprise to
us anymore – it’s just another experience we discovered last year.
Very soon, the weather reverts to type and shows us its unpleasant
face. From now on, strong westerly winds will be our constant
companion and give us an uneasy sense of what’s to come, so we’re
more than happy to interrupt our journey with a visit to our
Swedish friends Jil and Ake in Falkenberg on the mouth of the
River Ätran. To our surprise, this attractive medium-sized town
with a decent harbour doesn’t have a marina that our boat will
fit into, so we moor ‘wildly’ at an old pier with no water or
electricity. Fortunately, our Marlow Explorer means we’re able to
be completely independent.
Just across from our docking place, huge silos on the pier remind
us of the olden days when vast amounts of oats were needed to feed
the horses. Grown in southern Sweden, the oats were shipped from
Falkenberg to customers in England.
Gothenburg welcomes us with heavy rain, gusty winds and cold
temperatures. We go up the River Göta älv and find a spot right next
to the opera house. If you prefer a quieter place with less swell,
the pretty Lilla Bommen Marina is just a stone’s throw away and
offers more protected berths with all mod cons. It’s here we
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ABOUT THE CREW
We covered Thomas and
Jutta Kittel’s journey to
Moscow in their Marlow 72E
Azura last year; this year join
us as we follow the
adventurous couple on a
four-part journey to the
North Cape of Norway in the
Arctic Circle
JUNE2016
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CRUISING TO THE ARCTIC

The Danish island
of Møn reminds
us of the White
Cliffs of Dover

A great view of
the Oslo opera
house from the
upper helm

Azura in the Swedish
harbour of Strömstad

meet my brother Martin and his friend Beate who have come from
Kiel overnight on the Stena Line ferry. They’re staying with us until
we reach Oslo, then heading back to Kiel on Color Line’s cruiseshiplike ferry, Color Fantasy.
As we leave Sweden’s second-largest city and ‘capital of the West
Coast’, the sun breaks through the clouds for the first time in days,
but the westerly winds have increased once more, putting a white
crest on the waves even in the harbour entrance. Fortunately, our
route takes us through the western Swedish archipelago, which
means the islands offer plenty of protection most of the time, and
our destination is the beautiful Marstrand, a bustling port that’s
well connected to the mainland.
By the time we arrive, the wind has increased to Force 8 gusting
9, making berthing quite a manoeuvre. The difficulty is further
increased by the presence of Elida, Scandinavia’s largest sailing yacht,
taking up most of the space and some bollards to our rear, which
cut off a possible fallback position in case the berthing goes wrong.
To top it all, we can’t hear our bow and stern thrusters due to the
howling storm, and the impact of the thrusters seems minimal
against the wind – are they still operating at all?
Full of anxiety, we cruise around Marstrand Harbour for an hour
or so, not daring to dock Azura, waiting for the wind to calm a little.
Another sailor contacts us over VHF to offer to help with the
docking and finally, in a relatively quieter moment, we bring Azura

The rock formations
give Fjällbacka its
world-class backdrop,
with views of the
western Swedish
archipelago’s endless
rocky outcrops

alongside the floating pontoons. Just as we’re finished with the
ropes and start to relax, the harbourmaster comes alongside to
say that we and Elida are to leave as soon as possible; the weather
forecast shows more wind on its way and with two heavy boats
moored, he is worried about his floating pontoons. As much as
we understand, we would have appreciated this information before
we docked. But, as it turns out, sometimes the alternative offered
is much better – a solid wooden pier with all creature comforts
and a much better approach with far less risk. We let Elida go first
and moor up behind her.

CALM AFTER THE STORM
When it comes to dinner, we like to mix it up by visiting local
restaurants and preparing something on board, and since we
want to explore our surroundings a little bit, we decide to look
for a restaurant. We board the ferry to cross the small waterway
to the Carlsten fortress and start to feel a little lonesome – there’s
only one other passenger on the ferry and no lights on in any
of the buildings. It reminds us of off-season in the Med, and in
the Nordic countries, as we know from last year, the difference
between high and low season can be even more dramatic.
As we fear, all the restaurants, pubs and shops are closed, so we
walk through the ghost village and take the next ferry back – what a
contrast to the riot of life in Marstrand in the summertime. Back on

the mainland, which is actually another island,
we find the only open restaurant in the
Marstrand Havshotell and at the end of this
eventful day, enjoy Scandinavian cuisine at its
best. We return to Azura to sip our favourite
after-dinner drink Vieille Prune in the saloon
before sinking into our pillows.
Sweden’s Fjällbacka
Constitution Day in Oslo
Harbour by night
is celebrated with gusto
The western Swedish archipelago offers
a multitude of beautiful islands, secret spots
and harbours. While it’d be near impossible
to visit all of them, you shouldn’t miss
Fjällbacka, which just happens to be our
penultimate Swedish stop before reaching
Norwegian waters. Our friends Gila and
Bjarne have a summerhouse here and as
a welcoming gift, the wind stops and the
temperature rises. We spend a fantastic night
at the Bryggan Hotel and as we walk back
to our boat, the night air envelopes us like
a satin gown. While the sky isn’t completely
dark, it’s totally clear and the stars can be
seen like lanterns – isn’t it magic moments
like these why we’re all boating addicts?
Before we put out to sea again, we climb
up the steep rock formation that gives
Fjällbacka its world-class backdrop. From
here, we not only have a spectacular view
of the village, with its harbour and Azura
The old stone bridge over the
River Ätran in Falkenberg
moored in it, but can also see the sea and the
lie of the western Swedish archipelago, with its
endless rocky outcrops, bays and waterways.
anything but sunny, the young kids don’t notice. The boys have
Soon we reach Strömstad. It’s close to the border with Norway and their sleeves rolled up under thin summer jackets and the girls
the harbour, and despite being Swedish, looks Norwegian. Numerous have bare legs, making us shiver in our warm sailing jackets. The
boats with Norwegian flags are moored up – Sweden is extremely
Norwegian flag and colours are everywhere, and the king stands
popular for Norwegians to visit since Norway is so expensive. They
on his balcony watching the parade go by before it dissolves into
come here to shop, and not just for alcohol. We find it almost
the city life of Oslo.
unbelievable that Sweden, with its image of having an expensive
Finding a berth during this time is almost impossible without
welfare state, has become a low-cost country in the eyes of Norway.
local help, which we luckily have. From Aker Brygge Marina,
it’s only a few steps into the picturesque old town of Oslo and
AN OSLO OVERTURE
the Akershus Fortress, and then on to modern Oslo with its
On May 15, after two weeks of cruising, we enter Norwegian
beautiful waterfront opera house and the new maritime quarter
waters. The tiny harbour of Horten gives us shelter before we
of Tjuvholmen. All these leave a strong impression on us and we
continue north through the long Oslo fjord carrying the name
round up our Oslo visit with a traditional Norwegian meal at the
of our next destination. When we first started planning this trip
classic Holmenkollen restaurant, close to the famous Holmenkollen
back in Christmas 2014, we were determined to include a visit
ski jump. Both take their name from Oslo’s home mountain,
to our Norwegian friends Gunnar and Mona. Nevertheless, we
the top of which can be reached on a spectacular tramway.
are very surprised to actually make it and are congratulated on
As we gaze from the restaurant’s terrace towards the south, we
our plan that sees us arrive in Oslo on May 16.
see the colourful city below us and the ships moving on the Oslo
Since 1814, May 17 has been Constitution Day in Norway
fjord like toys on a model layout. These first 18 days on the water
and has become a national holiday that is celebrated with pride,
have only been the overture to the main movement of our score,
joy and great intensity. It involves, among other things, a parade
and our thoughts are already turned to what our real challenge
featuring bands and school kids from across the country walking
will be: going further north, north and north until we almost leave
through Oslo in a seemingly endless procession.
civilisation completely. Very soon, we will have to leave our comfort
The whole of the inner city is closed for the parade and
zone and explore a sea we’ve never sailed before, but we are well
accompanying ceremonies while people of all generations fill the
prepared, have a safe ship and most importantly of all, are excited
streets, restaurants and pubs. Everyone is dressed up in their posh
and in good spirits. What else do you need to conquer the world?
frocks and some of the women are in traditional dress inherited
Look out, North Cape – we are coming!
from their mothers and grandmothers. Despite the weather being
Next month Navigating the dangerous Stadlandet peninsula
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